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Ferritin levels and trends are widely used to manage iron overload and assess the efficacy of prescribed iron
chelation in patients with transfusional iron loading. A retrospective cohort study was conducted in 134 patients
with transfusion-dependent anemia, over a period of up to 9 years. To determine whether the trends in ferritin
adequately reflect the changes in total body iron, changes in ferritin between consecutive liver iron
measurements by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) were compared to changes in liver iron concentrations
(LIC), a measure of total body iron. The time period between two consecutive LIC measurements was defined
as a segment. Trends in ferritin were considered to predict the change in LIC within a segment if the change in
one parameter was less than twofold that of the other, and was in the same direction. Using the exclusion
criteria detailed in methods, the trends in ferritin were compared to changes in LIC in 358 segments. An
agreement between ferritin trends and LIC changes was found in only 38% of the 358 segments examined.
Furthermore, the change in ferritin was in opposite direction to that of LIC in 26% of the segments. Trends in
ferritin were a worse predictor of changes in LIC in sickle cell disease than in thalassemia (P<0.01). While
ferritin is a convenient measure of iron status; ferritin trends were unable to predict changes in LIC in individual
patients. Ferritin trends need to be interpreted with caution and confirmed by direct measurement of LIC.
Am. J. Hematol. 89:391–394, 2014. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

� Introduction
Chronic red cell transfusions are the mainstay of management for many hematological disorders, with secondary iron overload as an important

consequence. Prior to effective chelation, iron cardiomyopathy led to premature death, usually during the second decade in thalassemia patients
[1]. Modern chelation approaches and iron assessment by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have reduced death from iron cardiomyopathy by
70% [2], and increased the projected median survival for thalassemia patients into the seventh decade [3]. Reversal of cardiac and endocrine failure
is now possible, provided that total body iron can be normalized [4].

LIC is linearly related to total body iron [5], and is the accepted standard test for assessment of transfusional iron loading. Currently, liver iron
concentration (LIC) is estimated non-invasively using MRI methodologies [6,7]. Nevertheless, the serum ferritin assay is relatively well standar-
dized, inexpensive, and widely used for assessment of iron loading and for monitoring chelation therapy [8]. The reliance on ferritin by providers
has been reinforced by ferritin-based treatment criteria on packaging information for iron chelators. Serum ferritin levels are often used to monitor
patients with severe iron overload in parts of the world where access to non-invasive LIC measurement is not possible.

In the absence of confounding factors such as inflammation, hepatic injury, and vitamin C deficiency, serum ferritin is a reasonable indicator of
iron stores, and isolated serum ferritin correlates well with LIC in cross-sectional studies of patient populations with sickle cell disease or thalassemia
[9]. However, variability in single ferritin measurements does not allow accurate prediction of iron loading in individual subjects [10,11]. Despite the
limitations of isolated serum ferritin measurements, some believe that once the serum ferritin/LIC ratio is known in individual patients, changes in
serum ferritin could accurately predict changes in total body iron [9]. This led many providers to assume that changes in ferritin reflect changes in
total body iron in individual patients [12]. However, this is not always the case, as seen in Fig. 1, which shows the changes in ferritin and LIC in a rep-
resentative patient with beta thalassemia major, followed over an 8-year period. Changes in ferritin predicted LIC during the first 4-year period (Seg-
ment A), but during the second 4 years (Segment B), ferritin levels suggested rising iron when, in fact, the LIC was unchanged. These data, and the
fact that the ability of changes in ferritin to predict changes in LIC in individual patients has not been adequately studied, led us to initiate this study
to document this relationship in our population of chronically transfused patients.
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� Methods
After obtaining institutional ethics board approval, we reviewed the records of

all patients followed in the chronic transfusion clinic at Children’s Hospital Los
Angeles between June 2002 and June 2011. Chelation therapy, including desferriox-
amine, deferasirox, and deferiprone or some combination of those, was individual-
ized to promote patient adherence and optimal correction of iron overload.
Determination of chelation efficacy, and dose modification was based on changes
in LIC. Patients were transfused every 2–4 weeks to maintain pre-transfusion
hemoglobin greater than 9.5 g/dL. Ferritin levels were evaluated approximately
every 3 weeks after each transfusion by immunometric assay (Vitros ECi: Ortho
Clinical Diagnostics). LIC was measured by MRI at approximately annual intervals
using the method we described [7]. The LIC values were the average LIC derived
from R2 and R2*, expressed in milligram/gram dry weight.

In order to determine whether the trends in ferritin predicted the change in LIC,
we calculated the percent change in ferritin between consecutive LIC measurements.
Only LIC measurement intervals between six months and two years were included in
order to allow enough time for the liver iron to change, but yet not so long that
meaningful patterns in iron change might be overlooked. Each measurement interval,
referred herein as a segment, is the unit of comparison. Because of the variability in
individual ferritin measurements we used linear regression to fit all of the ferritin val-
ues in a segment, and then used this fit to determine the ferritin values at the start
(Fer1) and end (Fer2) of the segment (see Fig. 2). Regression analysis was performed
on the log ferritin scale to stabilize variance. Linear regression on this scale uniformly
provides a good fit to the observed ferritin values. In order to obtain an accurate esti-
mation of the slope, segments that did not include at least five ferritin measurements
or that did not show even distribution of the data were excluded from the analysis.
Ferritin measurements were considered to be unevenly distributed if the standard
deviation (SD) for the time of ferritin measurements from within the segment was
less than 0.5 times that of the maximum theoretical SD for that segment [13]. The
derived start and end ferritin values were used to calculate the percent changes in fer-
ritin. We defined trends in ferritin as the percent change in derived ferritin values
((Fer22 Fer1)/Fer1 3 100). To further determine whether trends in ferritin predicted
changes in LIC, we compared the percent change in derived ferritin to the percent
change in LIC ((LIC22 LIC1)/LIC1 3 100). We considered that the trends in ferritin
predicted the change in LIC within a segment if the change in one parameter was
less than twofold that of the other, and was in the same direction. All other segments
were considered discordant. Discordant segments included those where the ferritin
change was in the opposite direction to the change in LIC and those where the
change in one parameter was more than twofold that of the other.

The difference in the relationship of change in ferritin to change in LIC in thalasse-
mia and sickle cell disease was determined by regression analysis of log-transformed
data. The effect of diagnosis on the ability of trends in ferritin to predict changes in LIC
was tested using the Pearson’s chi squared test. The effect of age, gender, and initial LIC
(LIC1 in Fig. 2) was determined by univariate and multivariate regression analyses.

� Results
Population relationship between LIC
and Ferritin values

A total of 646 MRI-LIC measurements in 134 patients were screened.
One hundred seventeen patients had ferritin measurements within 1

month of the LIC measurement. The overall Spearman correlation
between LIC and measured ferritin values was 0�8 (P< 0.001), essentially
identical to the relationship between LIC and corresponding ferritin previ-
ously determined by other methods [10,11]. An overall correlation of 0.8
describes the population data but can be very misleading. This corre-
sponds to an r2 of 0.6, suggesting that 60% of the variance is accounted
for by the regression. Figure 3 shows these data with arbitrarily placed
horizontal lines at ferritin5 1,000 and 2,500 ng/mL to emphasize this var-
iability and the broad range of LIC values associated with these single fer-
ritin levels. There is considerable scatter making it impossible to use these
values to predict total body iron from an individual ferritin measurement.
The correlation coefficient for thalassemia (r5 0.8; P< 0.001) was greater
(P< 0.001) than that for sickle cell disease (r5 0.7; P< 0�001).

Patient and segment characteristics

To determine whether the change in ferritin predicts the change in
LIC, we analyzed the calculated change in ferritin and LIC in each
individual time segment between LIC measures. After applying the
indicated restrictions (see Methods) on data points per segment, seg-
ment length, and ferritin point clustering, a total of 358 segments
between LIC measurements were available for analysis in 86 patients.
Ferritin values on the day of LIC measurement were derived from
regression analysis of all of the ferritin measurements within each
segment to reduce the day to day fluctuation in ferritin.

Figure 2. Schematic showing the method of estimating the ferritin values
on the day of the LIC measurements by using regression analysis,
assumed linearity on the log scales. We used these derived values to cal-
culate the percent change in the ferritin ((Fer22Fer1/Fer1) 3 100) and
compared this to the percent change in the LIC. ((LIC22 LIC1/LIC1) 3 100)

Figure 3. Relationship between repeated measurements of LIC and serum
ferritin concentration of 117 patients (61 with sickle cell disease, 46 with
thalassemia major, and 10 other subjects). There were 527 observations of
LIC and corresponding raw ferritins values.

Figure 1. Ferritin levels (solid) and LIC (dashed) are plotted against time
for a single patient with transfusion dependent thalassemia major. The
changes correlate during time Segment A but not during time Segment B.
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Table I shows the characteristics of the patients analyzed for the
segments. The median duration of follow-up was 238 weeks with a
minimum of 47 weeks and a maximum of 444 weeks. No patients
were seropositive for hepatitis C.

Relationship between LIC and ferritin trends
in individual patients

We compared the percent change in derived ferritin to the percent
change in LIC to determine whether this parameter could also be a
better predictor of LIC (see Methods). When the percent change in
derived ferritin was plotted against the percent change in LIC, 38% of
the segments were considered to be concordant (shaded region of Fig.
4). Importantly, the direction of change in ferritin was opposite to that
of LIC in 26% of the segments (Fig. 4: regions A and B). In 36% of
the segments, the change in ferritin differed by more than twofold, but
was in the same direction as the change in LIC (Fig. 4: regions C and
D), suggesting that change in ferritin cannot predict change in LIC.

Based on the analysis of log-transformed derived ferritin fold change
(Fer2/Fer1) and LIC fold change (LIC2/LIC1), the correlation coefficient
for ferritin prediction of LIC change in thalassemia (r 50.7; P< 0.001)
was greater (P< 0.001) than that for sickle cell disease (r5 0�5;
P< 0.001). The slopes of the lines were different as well (P5 0.01; Fig.
5), indicating a small but significant difference in the relation between
change in ferritin and change in LIC in these two disorders.

The Pearson’s chi-squared test was used to determine whether the
diagnosis impacted the ability of ferritin trends to predict the change
in LIC. In thalassemia, 46% of the segments were concordant. The
direction of change in ferritin was opposite to that of the LIC in 21%

of the segments. Thirty-three percent of the segments were in the
same direction, but differed by more than twofold. In sickle cell dis-
ease, only 29% of the segments were concordant, and the direction of
change in ferritin was opposite to that of the LIC in 32% of the seg-
ments. Thirty-nine percent of the segments were in the same direc-
tion, but differed by more than twofold (P< 0.01). Thus, although it
is still not acceptable, the concordance between change in ferritin and
change in LIC is better in thalassemia than in sickle cell disease.

There was no significant effect of age (P5 0.70) or gender
(P5 0.40) on the number of segments where changes in ferritin and
LIC were concordant. Lower initial LIC was associated with better
concordance (P< 0.05).

� Discussion
Serum ferritin is widely used as a marker of total body iron burden

in many disease states. In particular, it is used to monitor chelation
therapy in multiple transfused patients with iron overload. While the
inadequacy of ferritin as a measure of total iron at any time point is
recognized [10,11], trends in ferritin continue to be used to estimate
changes in LIC and to adjust chelation management in chronically
transfused patients [9,12]. The data presented here directly address
whether trends in ferritin predict changes in LIC in a heterogeneous
group of patients with transfusion-dependent anemia, consisting pri-
marily of sickle cell disease and thalassemia.

The methodology used allowed us to compare the change in ferri-
tin to the change in LIC during multiple time segments in individual
patients. A conservative criterion was employed where less than a

TABLE I. The Number of Patients and Segments by Diagnosis

Diagnosis Na (%) Segmentsb (%) Follow-upc (Range) Mediand (Range) Mean agee (Range) Sexf (%)

Thalassemia syndromes 38 (44) 184 (51) 262 (57–414) 5 (1–9) 16 (3–33) 17 (45)
Sickle syndromes 41 (48) 143 (40) 201 (47–444) 3 (1–7) 16 (4–34) 24 (59)
Other anemiasg 7 (8) 31 (9) 238 (59–382) 6 (1–6) 11 (2–29) 1 (14)
Total 86 (100) 358 (100) 238 (47–444) 4 (1–9) 16 (2–34) 42 (49)

a Number of patients.
b Number of segments.
c Follow-up in weeks.
d Median number of segments per patient.
e Mean age per segment in years.
f Number of female.
g Diamond blackfan (3), Congenitial Dyserythropoetic anemia (3), Sideroblastic anemia (1).

Figure 4. Plot of the percent change in ferritin versus percent change in
LIC. The shaded area represents the region where the change in LIC and
ferritin is less than a twofold difference. Inset Histogram showing the dis-
tribution of segments in each category.

Figure 5. Log fold change ferritin versus Log fold change LIC in sickle
cell disease (dashed line; r50.5; P<0.001) and thalassemia (solid line;
r50.7; P<0.001).
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twofold difference between the change in ferritin and change in LIC
represents concordance. The data revealed concordance in only 38%
of the segments. Notably, 26% of the segments showed changes
between ferritin and LIC that were in opposite directions (Fig. 4).
The failure of ferritin trends to predict changes in LIC was clearly
evident, including when the variability in ferritin was reduced by
regression methods (Fig. 2).

We found that concordance between ferritin trends and change in
LIC in individual patients was better in thalassemia than in sickle cell
disease. Several mechanisms have been offered to explain why ferritin
is a worse predictor of LIC in sickle cell disease. Hepatic injury and
inflammation, which are more common in sickle cell disease [14,15],
affects iron transport and ferritin levels. Additionally, in sickle cell
disease, despite ongoing transfusions, there is ongoing hemolysis and
increased effective erythropoiesis, unlike in thalassemia major where
there is ineffective erythropoiesis. Serum ferritin underestimates LIC
in non-transfusion-dependent thalassemia, which is associated with
significant ineffective erythropoiesis [16,17]. These differences in
erythropoiesis among disease states may affect iron distribution and
contribute to the variability in ferritin levels. Though ferritin trends
predict LIC change better in thalassemia, these trends are still unable
to predict changes in LIC more than half the time.

We do not know why the changes in ferritin closely predict changes
in LIC during some time periods and not during others. It is possible
that factors affecting single ferritin measurements, such as vitamin C
level, inflammation, and hepatic injury, may vary over time, thereby
impacting ferritin trends, and impairing the predictive ability of ferritin
trends, independently of total body iron. Changes in chelation between
time periods may also affect the distribution of iron stores differently,
in turn altering how ferritin trends relate to changes in LIC.

We empirically chose a factor of two as the threshold for con-
cordance between changes in ferritin and LIC, but a different value
might be used. The exact percentage of segments that are predic-
tive is not as important as the fact that the ferritin trends inaccur-
ately represent the change in LIC in a significant number of
segments, and can even be in the opposite direction. These dis-
crepancies may lead to inappropriate management decisions. Per-
haps more importantly, as ferritin trends are often used as a
surrogate for adherence to therapy, changes in ferritin such as
those depicted in segment B of Fig. 1 could lead to inaccurate

assumptions about patient adherence. Lack of adherence is the
most common cause of treatment failure in iron overload. Given
the lifelong requirement for chelation in these chronic disorders,
we fear that inaccurate conclusions regarding patient adherence
based on ferritin trends could have a negative effect on patient
morale, and in fact, reduce adherence.

High ferritin levels are associated with poor prognosis [18–20], and
serum ferritin remains an inexpensive and easily available tool for
assessment of iron overload. However, direct measurement of liver
iron is important before critical changes are made in the chelation
plan. Our data show that the change in ferritin is in the same direc-
tion as the change in LIC in 74% of the time. Therefore, ferritin
trends may be used to optimize the timing of liver iron measurements.
Direct measurement of liver iron should be performed if ferritin
trends are not consistent with the clinical scenario. For example, when
rising ferritin levels were observed (Segment B) in our patient (Fig. 1),
who was known to be adherent, an MRI was immediately scheduled
to determine the actual iron status. At our center, we perform MRI
for LIC assessment yearly in chronically transfused patients and will
strongly consider performing LIC assessments sooner if there are
unexpected changes in ferritin over a period of 3 months.

The overwhelming conclusion from these analyses is that neither
absolute LIC nor change in LIC can be predicted accurately enough
from ferritin measurements to support critical clinical decisions.
These data clearly demonstrate that in spite of methods to decrease
the variability in ferritin, trends in ferritin can be dramatically differ-
ent from changes in LIC as assessed by MRI.
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